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Managed Backup - For your business
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Enhanced Security

Customization
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IT Solutions

Ensure your company never misses a beat
when faced with accidents, disasters, or
burglary with Mosaic Managed Backup.
Important documents, confidential data, and
all your project files will never be lost.

The Ultimate Safety Net

We Are

Your Local Backup Provider

Managed Backup

Managed 
Backup

What we offer for your business
This powerful, cross-platform, industry-standard compliant,  
backup and disaster recovery leverages geographically
diverse server locations to enable a comprehensive data
protection strategy for your business needs. Mosaic
Managed Backup is an easy-to-use backup solution with
centralized management, monitoring, and reporting.
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IT Solutions
Managed Backup

Scheduled Backups
Our back up solution is customizable to include the frequency at which you automatically back your data up. Typical
businesses utilize a nightly backup, but depending on your needs, we can provide back ups as frequently as
necessary.

24/7 Recovery & Restoration
With a safe backup solution, you will have a certified, dedicated IT professional oversee your cloud-managed
backup, making sure your network is secure and monitoring any possible threats to your data security. In the rare
event your data is lost or compromised, our team will assist with recovering lost files and restore your records.

Tailored to Your Business Needs
With scalable tiers and up to a terabyte of storage, we offer customizable solutions to match specific back up
needs. 

End-to-End Encryption and Transparency
Our back up solutions stand out from the competition so you know exactly where your data is being stored and
who is helping you store it. Additionally, your data is encrypted with cipher keys and AES encryption to ensure only
you can access your data at any time. Nobody outside of your jurisdiction will ever be able to see what you have
backed up, providing peace of mind that your confidential information is 100% secure.

Dedicated Backup Support
Industry-leading customer support comes standard with all of our managed services. Our certified IT experts will
be there 24/7/365 to ensure you have everything you need to succeed. It starts from the moment you consider
our services with a discovery meeting to help customize everything from storage size to backup frequency to
match your specific needs.

In the event of a data loss, we are here to support you through every step to recover your lost data.

Local Backup
Your data never leaves our community and is never stored in a data farm. We protect your information in multiple
locations so you never have to wonder where your data is or if it's being farmed for information.

Secure and Redundant
Our safe backup protects your data with firewalls, AES encryption, and encryption keys to ensure only you can
access your data. Our redundant network refers to the multiple locations your information is stored in so in the
event of a disaster, your data is guaranteed to be safe, giving you complete security over digital and physical
threats.
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